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(1993) 119-149. 
All permutation groups which are realizable as the groups of finite elementary codes are completely 
determined. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we work with a fixed finite alphabet A = {uI, a2, . . . , u,} with m > 2. 
We denote by A+ and A* the free semigroup and the free monoid generated by A, 
respectively. A nonempty subset C of A + is said to be a code if x1 x2.. xp= y1 y2.. yq 
(Xl) .Y z ,...,. x,,~~,J’~, . . . . JJ,EC’, p, 931) implies p=q and .x,=y,, x2=y2 ,..., xP=~lP. 
A nonempty subset C of At is said to be a pre$x (suflx) code if Cn CA+ =f~ 
(Cn A + C = 8). A prefix and suffix code is said to be a biprtlfix code. A prefix (suffix, 
biprefix) code is clearly a code. A prefix (suffix, biprefix) code is ajnite prejx (s@ix, 
hiprejix) code if it is a finite set. A prefix (suffix, biprefix) code is said to be maximal if it 
is maximal with respect to the inclusion relation in the set of all prefix (suffix, biprefix) 
codes. 
For a subset B of A*, the relation p on A * determined by (u, U)EP if and only if 
((x,y)I.u,y~A*, ~“L’EB}=~(x,~‘)~~,~EA*, xcyeB} 
is a congruence on the monoid A*. The quotient monoid Syn(B)= A*/p is said to be 
the syntactic monoid of B. 
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Let C be a finite prefix code and M = (Q, 1, 1) the minimal A *-automaton accepting 
C*. Then C is said to be a,finitr rlernentarJ~ code if there exists a positive integer rr such 
that 1 Qu I= n for any LIE A +. We call n the degree of C. For each UEA +, the transforma- 
tion monoid of M induces a permutation group on Qu. Different u induce equivalent 
permutation groups. This permutation group, known as the Suschkewitch group of 
the transformation monoid of M, is said to be the yroup of the finite elementary code 
C and is denoted by G(C). 
Let C be a finite prefix code and M = (Q, I. 1) the minimal A*-automaton accepting 
C*. It can easily be seen that C is a finite elementary code of degree n= / Q 1 if and only 
if C is a uniform code, i.e., C= A” if and only if Syn(C*) forms a group. In this case, 
G(C) is a cyclic group acting on Q and Syn(C*) is cyclic group of order n. If C is 
a finite elementary code of degree IZ < 1 Q 1, then Syn(C*) has two D-classes, one of 
which is trivial, i.e., consists of the identity only, and G(C) is isomorphic, as abstract 
groups, to each H-class of the nontrivial D-class of Syn(C*). Hence, a finite elemen- 
tary code can be defined so as to be a finite prefix code whose syntactic monoid 
Syn(C*) is a finite simple semigroup with adjoined identity. It is known that a finite 
elementary code is a maximal biprefix code (see 141). 
The groups of codes, whose definition is omitted in this paper, are extensively 
studied in the literature (see [ll5]). The groups of finite elementary codes are first 
studied in [S]. In [4], a class of automata, called automata of team tournaments, is 
introduced. These automata provide a useful tool to investigate the structure of finite 
elementary codes and their groups. A problem posed in [4] is to determine all groups 
of finite indecomposable elementary codes. In this paper, we determine completely the 
groups of all (not necessarily indecomposable) finite elementary codes. 
In Section 2, we present fundamental notions and results. In Section 3, we charac- 
terize all finite elementary codes whose groups are PGL,, 5, i.e., 2 x 2 projective linear 
group over Z/5Z. In Section 4, we determine all permutation groups which are 
realizable as the groups of finite indecomposable elementary codes. In Section 5, we 
determine the relation between the group of a finite decomposable elementary code 
and that of its indecomposable components. This leads to the complete determination 
of all permutation groups which are realizable as the groups of finite elementary codes. 
2. Team tournaments and E-systems of permutations 
In investigations of finite elementary codes, especially with respect to their groups, 
it is convenient to use the class of automata, called team tournaments, introduced in 
[4] rather than the minimal automata. In this section, we introduce team tourna- 
ments, and study fundamental facts concerning them. 
First, we fix the notation on permutation groups. Sym, and Alt,, mean the symmet- 
ric group and the alternating group on ( 1, 2, , n), respectively. The identity element 
of Sym, is denoted by c or c,. LC) or w,, always means the permutation (123.. . n) in Sym,. 
Z, is the cyclic subgroup of Sym, generated by tr), i.e., Z, = {E, 01, w2 ,..., w”-~). 
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The elements of (1,2, . . . . n} are considered modulo n. Hence, for instance, 
(k)P=k+2 for any k (1 <k<n) means 
(l)p=3, (2)/?=4, . . ..(n-2)b=n. (n- l)fi= 1 and (n)fi=2. 
When we deal with the order relation on the set { 1,2, . , n>, we will never use this 
convention. 
Let /I=(ii, iz, . . . . ik) ESym, be a k-cycle. If ii <iz< ... <i,, then b is said to be an 
ascending cycle. An ascending cycle /I is said to be nontrivial if b# E and fl#o. 
If (k)/_?= k then k is said to be a jfixed point of fi. Fix(b) denotes the set of all fixed 
points of p. Note that, when fl is an ascending cycle, p is completely determined by the 
set Fix( 8). 
For B1,B2,...,@Symn, (Pi,fl~~...,&) means the subgroup of Sym, generated 
by b1,f12,...,flq. It is known that (w,(12))=Sym, (n32), (w,(123))=Sym, (n33 
and n is even) and (0, (123)) = Alt, (n 2 3 and n is odd). 
Given positive integers n, m, a system (( 4ij / 1 < i, j d m )) of permutations in Sym, is 
said to be an E-system ofdegree n if the following conditions are satisfied: If n = 1 then 
4ij= E for any i, j (of course). If n 3 2, then: 
(El) ~ij is an ascending cycle with (l)~ij=2 for any i,j (1 <i,jdm). 
(E2) ~ii=O for any i (l<i<m). 
(E3) For any distinct ii, i2 ,..., i, (1 <iI, i2 ,..., i,dm, 432) 
To an E-system (( 4ij 1 1 <i, j< m>> of degree n, we associate an A*-automaton 
M = (T, 1, 1’) called a team tournament of degree n over A defined as follows: 
1 is the initial state, and 1’ the unique final state. 
If n=l then T={l, l’}, laj=l’ and l’aj is undefined for anyj(l<jbm). 
If n32 then the state set is T={l, l’}u{(i, k)I l<i<m, 2Gkdn) and the state 
transition is defined by: 
(Tl) laj=(j, 2) (1 <j<m), 
(T2) (i, k)aj=(j, (k)$ij) if (k)4ij# 1 (1 <i,j<m, 26k<n), 
(T3) (i,k)aj=l’if(k)4ij=l (l<i,j<m, 26kdn), 
(T4) 1’0~ is undefined (1 < j<m). 
Let M* be the A*-automaton obtained from M by identifying two states 1 and 1’. 
In [4], the edge-unlabeled directed graph which is a part of the state transition 
diagram of M spanned by {(i, k) 1 1~ i<m, 2 <k <n} is called a team tournament, 
the automaton M* is called the automaton of the team tournament, and 
(( 4ij 1 1 d i, j 6 m )> is called the set of permutations of the tournament. For each i, the 
set Ti = {(i, k) I 2 d k d n} is considered as a team. Condition (E2) means that players of 
each team Ti are ranked so that (i, 2) is the captain. @ij represents the way the team 
Ti challenges Tj. Condition (El) means that the captain is not defeated, and each of 
the other players are defeated by exactly one player of a higher or equal rank. 
Condition (E3) is equivalent to the fact that the associated team tournament has no 
loop. Hence, it is easy to see that a team tournament M accepts a finite maximal prefix 
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Then (( @ij 1 1 < i, j <m >> is an E-system if and only if the following three conditions are 
satisfied: 
(El’) F1 =FZ=@. 
(E2’) (i, i)$Fk for any i, k (1 <idn, 1 dk6n). 
(E3’) For any distinct iI, i2, . . . . i, (1 <iI, iz, . . . . i,<m, q>2), 
{(i,,i,),(i2,i3),..., i, Iraq, ( _ ) (i,, i,)) qLFk for any k (1 dk6n). 
Hence, an E-system (( ~ij 1 1 < i, j < m >> is completely determined by assigning for each 
k (3 <k d n) a subset Fk which satisfies (E2’) and (E3’) above. When m = 2, such sets are 
8, { (1,2)) and ((2, 1)). Thus, we have (2.5). When VI = 3, it can be seen that there are 25 
subsets of (1, 2, 3) x 11, 2, 3) which satisfy (E2’) and (E3’), which are: 
6 sets of type {(l, 2)), 
and 
6 sets of type ((1, 2) (2, 3)}, 
3 sets of type ((1,2), (1,3)}, 
3 sets of type {(l, 2), (3,2)}, 
6 sets of type {(I, 2) (2, 3), (1, 3)), 
the empty set. 
Thus, we have (2.6). 0 
Though a team tournament M which accepts a finite elementary code C and the 
associated automaton A4 * accepting C * are not necessarily minimal, the transforma- 
tion monoid of M* nicely describes the syntactic monoid Syn(C*) and the group 
G(C). NOW, for an E-system ((4ij 1 1 <i, j<m>> of C, define 
?ijk= d)ijd)jkd)ikl (l<i,j, k<m), 
Gi(C)=(;‘ijkIj, k=1,2 ,..., m) (1 <i<m). 
Then one of the main results of [4] is the following: 
Proposition 2.4. For any i (1 <i < m), G,(C) is [he group of C’ 
Since we are mostly interested in the groups of finite elementary codes and not in 
the structure of the codes themselves, we shall mostly work on E-systems rather than 
team tournaments in what follows. However, it is advisable to keep team tournaments 
in mind so as to clarify the relation between the structure of a finite elementary code 
and its group. 
The fact that G,(C) and G,(C) are conjugate to each other and, thus, equivalent as 
permutation groups, is easily checked as follows. (Later, we shall show that G,(C) and 
G,(C) are not only congugate but also coincide as subgroups of Sym,.) 
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Lemma 2.6. Gi(C)=~ijG,(C)~L~l ~4,;’ Gj(C)~ji for UII~ i, j (1 <i,j<m). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.5, we have G,(C)? 4ijGj(C)4,j ‘. Since G,(C) and Gj(C) are finite, 
we have Gi(C)=4ijGj(C)4,1. 0 
For later use, we study some properties of the permutations jlijk 
Lemma 2.7. Assurnr n 32. For un~ i, j (1 ,< i, j<l?z, i#j), thefi~llowing properties hold: 
(2.7) i’iii = to. 
(2.8) ;‘iji is in ascending cycle with 1 $Fix( yiji). 
(2.9) ;‘iji=;‘jij=(I, eland onlJ’ ~~ ~ij= ~ji=~. 
(2.10) Either (l);‘iji=2 01’(l);‘j;j=2. 
(2.11) [f yiji=cjj then (l)yjLJE(2, 3) and (k)yjijE{k, k-t 1, k+2, kS3) fbr UPIJJ 
k (1 <k<n). 
Proof. (2.7): By definition, yiil = (bii4ii 4; ’ = tmm 1 = ~0. 
(2.8): By (El), (1)4ij=2 and (2)&ji#2. Hence, (1);‘ij,=(l)~ij~jio~1=(2)4ji- lf 1. 
Thus, l#Fix(yiji). TO show that z’iji is an ascending cycle, it suffices to show that, for 
any k (1 < k<n), either (k)yiji= 1 or (k)y,ji<k. 
Case 1: (k)4,j<k. By (El), (k)~ij= 1 and (l)~ji=2. Hence, (k)~iji=(k)~ij~jiU’= 
(2)0_‘= 1. 
C’cl~e 2: (k)4,i>k. If (k)4ij&ji>(k)4jj then (k);liji=(k)~ij~ji-l ~(k)~ij-1 >k. If 
(k)rbij4ji<(k)d,ij then, by (El), (k)tiijtiji=l. Hence, (k)~iji=(l)w~‘=n3k. 
C’cisc 3: (k)4ij=k. By (E3), (k)~,i#k. If (k)~ji>k then (k)yiji=(k)4ji-l >k. If 
(k)4ji<k then, by (El), (k)~ji=l. Hence, (k);liji=(l)(~~‘=n3k. 
(2.9): It is clear that 4,, = 4ji=o implies yiji =yjij= o. Assume that ;jiji =o 
and $jj#W. Take k minimal such that (k)~ij#k+ 1. Since (l)~ij=2, we have 
k>2. Hence, (k- 1)41ij=k and (k+ l)4ii=k+ I. We have (k)yjij=(k)4jic$ijom’= 
(k- l)$ij4jj$ij(K1 =(k- l)i’ijiO~ij(:,~’ =(k+ l)~ijtu-’ =(k + 1)0-l = k. Hence, 
yjij # tr>. Consequently, ;‘iji = l’jij = (U implies 4ij = W, and, similarly, 4ji = W. 
(2.10): Assume (l)yiji#2. By (2.8), we have (l)~~ji#l. Hence, (2)~ji=(l)~ij~ji= 
(1)yiji-t 1 f2, 3. Thus, (3)~ji=3. Similarly, (l)yjij#2 implies (3)~ij=3. This contra- 
dicts (E3). 
(2.11): Suppose k, k-t 1 EFix( 4ij). Then k, k+ 1 $Fix(4ji) by (E3). Since (k)c$ij= k 
and (k)4ii = k + 1, we have (k)~~ji = k, a contradiction. Hence, 4ij has no consecutive 
fixed points. This means that (k)~ij~(k, k+ 1, k+2i for any k (1 <k<n). Suppose 
k, k+ l~Fix(#~~). Then k, k-t l$Fix(4ij) by (E3). Since (k)4ij=k+ 1 and 
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(k + 1)4ji = k + 1, we have (k)~iji = k, a contradiction. Hence, 4ij also has no consecut- 
ive fixed points. This means that (k)~ji~{ k, k+ 1, k + 2j for any k (1 <k 6 n). Since 
(k)+ij=(k)#ji=k cannot happen, we have(k) yjij=(k)4ij4ji- 1 E(k, k+ 1, k+2, k+3) 
for any k (ldk<ti). Since (1)~,,=2 and (2)4ji#2, we have (l)rjij=(l)~ij~ji- 
lE{2,3). 0 
Lemma 2.8. Assume n>,2. Then the,following properties hold. 
(2.12) 1 $Fix(yijk)for any i, j, k (1 di, j, k<m). 
(2.13) Assume C #A”. Then, for any i (1 < id m), there exist j, k (1 Gj, k 6 m) such that 
;lijk is u cycle with Fix(yijk) # 0. 
Proof. (2.12): Suppose (l)yijk=l. Then 2=(l)~ik=(l)~ijk~ik=(l)~ij~ik=(2)~jk, which 
contradicts (El). 
(2.13): Since C is not a uniform code, there exist j, k such that 4jk = &j = w does not 
hold. By (2.9), either yjkj # w or Ykjk #w. Without loss of generality, we can assume 
Ykjk #w. By (2.8) ykjk is a nontrivial ascending cycle. Hence, Fix(ykjk)#@ By 
Lemma 2.5, we have yijk ‘(46 ’ j’kij)ykjk( ~~ ’ ?i’kij)- ‘. Hence, ~ijk is a cycle, 1 FiX(Yijk)) = 
/ FiX(ykjk)( and, thus, FiX(Yijk)#Q. 0 
Let ((+ij 116 i, j<m> and ((4:>11 <i, j<m>> be E-systems of permutations of de- 
gree n’ and n”, respectively. Define the product of two E-systems as the system 
((+ijl 1 di, j<m> in Sym,,,+,,,. determined by: 
If 1 dkdn’ and (k)#jj#l, then (k)~ij=(k)~:j. 
If 1 <k<n’ and (k)~Ij=,l, then (k)4ij=n’+ 1. 
If 1 <k6n” and (k)4:>#1, then (n’+k)4ij=(k)4;>. 
If 1 <k<n” and (k)~Ij= 1, then (n’+k)~ij= 1. 
It can easily be seen that ((4ijl 1 < i, j< m>> is an E-system of degree n’ + n”. The 
product of any finite number of E-systems is defined similarly. 
The product of team tournaments is defined so that the associated E-system is the 
product of those of component team tournaments. (See [4] for more detail.) 
Let M =Mi M2. . M, be a product of team tournaments, and let C, C1, Cz, . . . , C, 
be the finite elementary codes accepted by M, M 1, Mz, . . . , M,, respectively. Then it is 
clear that C is the product C = C1 Cz . . C,. Hence, the product of E-systems corres- 
ponds to the product of the associated finite elementary codes. This fact gives a clear 
sight of the structure of finite elementary codes and their groups. However, in this 
paper, we are only interested in the products whose components are all the same, i.e., 
in powers. 
Let D and E be codes over alphabets B and A, respectively, and let h be a homomor- 
phism of B* into A* which maps B bijectively onto E. Then h(D) is a code which we 
denote DOE. A code C over A is indecomposable if C = D @ E implies either D = A or 
E = B. A uniform code A” is indecomposable if and only if n is prime or n = 1. The 
following result is due to Lallement and Reis [4]. 
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Proposition 2.9. Let C he u jfinite elementary code which is not unijorm. The C is 
decomposuble if and only> if C= D”’ ,for some finite elementary code D with ~22. 
Moreover, any finite elementary code C which is not uniform can be written uniquely as 
C = D”, where D is a jinite indecomposable elementary code. 
Let G be a subgroup of Sym,,. G is said to be trunsitice if for any i.jg{O, 1, . . . , n} 
there exists an ZEG such that (i)r=j. 
Let G be a transitive permutation group in Sym,. An equivalence relation 8 on 
(0, l,..., nj is said to be an imprimitivity equiculence of G if (i,j)Ee implies 
((i)sc, (j)cc)EB for any i, jE(O, 1, . . . . n} and XEG. The universal relation and the identity 
relation are obviously imprimitivity equivalences. If G has no other imprimitivity 
equivalences then G is said to be primitive, otherwise imprimitive. 
The group G,(C) of a finite elementary code C always contains the ascending cycle 
(0. Hence, G,(C) is transitive. The equivalence classes of an imprimitivity equivalence 
of G,(C) are always of the form 
Ei=ji, it-d, i+2d, . . . . i+(q--l)d) (1 <i<d), 
where n = qd. 
The following result is stated in 141. 
Proposition 2.10. A jnite elementary code C is indecomposable if and only if the 
group G(C) ?f C is primitiue. 
By considering the correspondence between products of finite elementary codes and 
that of associated E-systems, it is not difficult to show that a finite elementary code 
C is indecomposable if and only if the group (j)ijk / 1 < i, j, k < m) is primitive. Though 
the group G,(C) may be a proper subgroup of ( yijk 116 i, j, k 6 m), the two groups are 
simultaneously primitive or imprimitive. 
Groups of finite decomposable elementary codes are studied more closely in 
Section 5. 
Remark 2.11. In [4], it is shown that the set of all finite elementary codes over the 
alphabet A forms a free semigroup under the operation of product. If we call a finite 
elementary code primitive when it is not a power of any other finite elementary codes, 
then any finite elementary code is represented uniquely as a power of primitive one. It 
is stated that the following three conditions are equivalent ([4, Corollary 4.51). 
(2.14) C is indecomposable. 
(2.15) C is primitive in the free semigroup of all elementary codes. 
(2.16) G(C) is a primitive permutation group. 
Consider uniform code C = A”, with n > 2. If n is not prime then all three conditions 
are not satisfied. However, if n is prime then (2.14) and (2.16) are satisfied but (2.15) is 
not. (If we consider the class of finite elementary codes which are not uniform codes, 
then this class does not form a free semigroup and, thus, the condition (2.15) has no 
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meaning.) Thus, though (2.14) and (2.16) are equivalent for any finite elementary code 
(Proposition 2. lo), (2.14) and (2.15) are equivalent only for nonuniform finite elemen- 
tary codes (Proposition 2.9). 
3. Finite elementary codes whose groups are PGL2,5 
It is known that the 2 x 2 projective linear group PGL,,, over Z/5Z can be 
considered as a subgroup of Sym, generated by o =(123456) and (132546) (see [S]). 
This group is a maximal subgroup of Sym6 and is isomorphic to Sym, and, thus, 
consists of 5! = 120 elements. The existence of elementary codes whose groups are 
PGL2,5 is shown in [S]. In this section, we characterize the finite elementary codes 
whose groups are PGL2,5. Since PGL2,5 is primitive, then by Proposition 2.10, we 
must deal with finite indecomposable codes of degree 6. Hence, in this section, all 
permutations are elements of Symb, and o = (123456). 
Lemma 3.1. PGL,.,=(~,(132546))=(w,(124365))=(0,(12)(34))=(w,(1235))= 
<w, (1246)). 
Proof. (12)(34)=(132546)0~(132546)0. (1246)=w-’ (12)(34)w2. (132546)=(1246)~(1246). 
(124365)=0- ‘(132546)~. (1235)=0-l(1246)o. 0 
Since the identity E is the only element of PGL,,, which has more than two fixed 
points, it follows that PGL2, 5 contains no 2-cycles and 3-cycles. This fact is used in the 
proof of the following result. 
Lemma 3.2. Let 4 be u nontriaial ascending cycle in Sym, with (l)b = 2. Then 
&~~-~EPGL~,~ fand onlJj if4~{0,(1235), (1246)). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, it is clear that $E(o, (1235), (1246)) implies &N#-‘EPGL~,~. 
Conversely, assume that $4 {o, (1235) (1246)) with (1)4 =2. There are 13 such 
permutations. We show that (w, (1246), $04 - ’ ) contains a 2-cycle or a 3-cycle. It 
follows then from the above remark that &u#-‘$PGL~.~. 
If 4=(12) then ~w~~‘o-‘=(126). 
If 4=(123) then 404~‘w-‘=(236). 
If 4=(124) then &~4-‘w-‘(1246)-‘=(36). 
If 4=(125) then ~w~-‘~-~(1246)-~=(163). 
If 4=(126) then ~w~-iw~‘=(125). 
If 4=(1234) then $u~-‘w-’ =(346). 
If 4=(1236) then 4~4~‘w-‘=(235). 
If #=(1245) then 4w4-‘0-~=(36). 
,If #=(1256) then 404-‘w-‘=(124). 
If 4=(12345) then 4~4~‘w-‘=(456). 
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If 4=(12346) then 4oqK’o-‘=(345). 
If 4=(12356) then q!~~~-‘o~‘=(234). 
If 4=(12456) then &u$-‘w~‘=(123). 0 
Now, we have the main result of this section. 
Theorem 3.3. For a finite elementurq~ code C qf degree 6, the following conditions are 
equivalent: 
(3.1) G,(C) = PGL,, 5 ,fijr some t (1 6 t < m). 
(3.2) Gi(C)=PGL,,,f;?r un_y i (1 didm). 
(3.3) +ijE{w, (1235), (1246)) .f or anJ% i,j (1 <i,j<m), and ~,,6{(3235), (1246)) fbr 
.yome i, j (1 <i, j<m). 
Proof. (3.1)*(3.2): Since ~,ii = ~tiw~,i ‘EPGL,, 5, by Lemma 3.2, we have Erie 
(0, (1235) (1246)) for any i. By Lemma 2.6, we have G,(C)=@;‘G,(C)&=PGL,,,. 
(3.2)*(3.3): Since yijj=4ii~&ij’~PGL,,,, by Lemma 3.2, we have ~ij~(O, (123.5) 
(1246)). If $ij= f o or any i,j then it can easily be seen that C is the uniform code A6 
and G,(C) = Z6. Hence, ~ij # (1) for some i, j. 
(3.3)+(3.1): There exist t, s such that &=(1235) or (1246). Hence, yrss=&s~$r;l = 
(124365) or (132546). By Lemma 3.1, we have 
On the other hand, we have 
PGL s = (0, (1235), (1246))z(dijli>j=l, 2,...,m> 
~(y,~~/i,j=l, 2 ,..., m)=G,(C). 0 
It follows from the above result that a finite elementary code has PGL,,, as its 
group if and only if its E-system ((tiij 1 1 <i, j<m>> satisfies the following conditions: 
(El’) 4ijE(w, (1235) (1246)) for any i,j (1 di,j<m). 
(El”) 4,,6{(1235), (1246)$ for some i,j (1 <i,jdm). 
(E2) ~ii=O (1 <i<m). 
(E3) For distinct il, ix, . . . . i, (1 <iI, i2, . . . . i, <m, q>2), 
When m = 2, there are six cases (( +ij / 1 < i,,j < 2 >> which are: 
412=(1235), 4ij=w for any other i,j. 
42, =(1235), ~ij=o for any other i,j. 
4 1 z = ( 1246), ~ij = (r) for any other i, j. 
411 =(1246), 4ij=~ for any other i,j. 
4i2=(1235), q!~~i =(1246), 4ij=w for any other i,j. 
rb12=(1246), tizl =(1235), 4ij=w for any other i, j. 
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Corresponding to these six E-systems, there are six finite elementary codes over 
a 2-letter alphabet whose groups are PGL2.5 (see [S, 11). 
Proposition 3.4. 
(3.4) The number ofjinite elementary codes over a 2-letter alphabet whose groups are 
PGL2,5 is 6. 
(3.5) The number of$nite elementary codes over a 3-letter alphabet whose groups are 
PGL,,, is 312. 
Proof. (3.4) is shown above. We show (3.5), i.e., when m=3 there are 312 E-systems 
((4iji 1 <i, j < 3 >> which satisfy the above four conditions. By (El’) there are 32 = 9 
combinations of $12 and 421. Since Fix(4,2)nFix(421)#@ if and .only if 
412=421=(1235) or 412=$21=(1246), there are 7 combinations of $12 and 
421 which satisfy Fix(4,,)nFix(4,,)=@ By similar considerations for 423, $32 and 
for @r3, &1, there are 73 systems (($ij 1 1 di, j<3)) which satisfy (El’), (E2) and (E3) 
for 4 = 2. Now consider (E3) for q = 3. Among the 73 systems, there are 16 cases which 
satisfy Fix(~,2)nFix(~,3)nFix(~3,)#@. Those are 
~12=&3=&1=(1235)> ~13,~32,~21E(W,(1246)), 
and 
412=423=$31=(1246), 413,432, &IE{W (1235)). 
Similarly, there are 16 cases which satisfy Fix(@r3)n Fix(432)nFix(421)#@. Those 
are 
$13=&=&1=(1235)> 412, 423, $31E{w, (1246))> 
and 
d)13=+32=&21=(1246), 412, 423, $31E{W, (1235)). 
However, we have counted twice the two cases 
h2=d)23=d)31=(123% &3=@32=421 (1246), 
and 
$12=&3=$31=(1246), 413=432=421=WW 
Consequently, there are 73 - (16 + 16 - 2) = 3 13 systems which satisfy (El’), (E2) and 
(E3). (El”) is not satisfied if and only if 4ij=o for any i, j (1 <i, j< 3). Thus, we 
conclude that there are 312 E-systems which satisfy all four conditions. 0 
Proposition 3.5. Let C be a jinite elementary code whose group is PGL,. 5. Then 
yij,~{(123456), (124365), (132546), (136425), (145326), (1235) 
(1246), (1345), (1356), (1436), (1465)j. 
Hence, all ~ijk are odd permutations. 
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Proof. By direct computation using Theorem 3.3 and the equality liijk= 
4ijtijk4ik ‘. z 
Though PGL2, 5 consists of 120 elements, half of which are odd permutations, only 
11 permutations are realized as yijk. Consider the finite elementary code over a 2-letter 
alphabet determined by 
Then we have 
1’ /121 =(1235), ~122=j’212=(124365), 
However, it is not difficult to construct a finite elementary code over a larger alphabet 
such that 
{yrij) 1 <i,j<~1)={(123456), (124365), (132546), (136425), (145326), (1235), 
(1246), (1345) (1356) (1436). (1465)). 
4. Group of finite indecomposable elementary codes 
In this section, we completely determine all permutation groups which are realiz- 
able as the groups of finite indecomposable elementary codes. Indecomposability of the 
codes is equivalent to primitivity of the groups (Proposition 2.10). Hence, in this 
section, we shall completely determine all primitive permutation groups which are 
realizable as the groups of finite elementary codes. 
Theorem 4.1. Let C be a,finite indecomposable elementury code of degree n over the 
alphabet A = {a,, a2, , a,,,) (m > 2). Then one of the ,followiny results holds: 
(4.1) n is prime or n = 1, and G,(C) = Z, for any i (1 <i < m). 
(4.2) FI > 3 and G,(C) = Sym, for any i (1 <i < m). 
(4.3) n is odd, n 3 5, und G,(C) = Alt, for anJ> i (1 <i < m). 
(4.4) n=6 und Gi(C)=PGL,,,.for any i (1 <i<m). 
If C is the uniform code A”. Then G,(C)= Z, for any i (1~ i<m). C is indecompos- 
able if and only if Z,, is primitive if and only if II is prime or n = 1. This gives us the case 
(4.1). In the rest of the proof, we assume that C is not uniform. Since the finite 
elementary codes of degree 1 or 2 are only A and A’, our assumption implies n>3. 
Let ((4ijI I <i,,j<m)) be the E-system of C, and ((yijkI 1 <i,j, k<m)) the corres- 
ponding system of generators of G(C). The assumption that C is not uniform is 
equivalent to the fact that $~,~#o for some i,j (1~ i,,j<m). 
Claim 1. There exists t (1 < t <m) and a nontrivial ascending cycle LEG, which 
satisjies one of the following conditions: 
(4.5) (1)1’=3, (k)y~{k, k+l, k+2, k+3}for any k (1 dkdn). 
(4.6) (l)y=2, (k)yE{k, k+l, k+2)for any k (16kdn). 
(4.7) (1)~=2, (k)y${k, k-t 1, k+2j,for some k (1 dkdn). 
Proof. Take i, j such that ~ij= 4ji =O does not hold. By (2.10), either (l)~iji=2 or 
(l)?l’jij = 2. Without IOSS of generality, we can assume (l)yiji = 2. If yiji # W, we have (4.6) 
or (4.7) with t = i and JJ = ‘i’iji. If yiji=w then yjij fo by (2.9). Hence, by (2.1 l), we have 
the conclusion of Claim 1 with t=j and y=;‘jij. n 
Hereafter, we fix t which satisfies the condition above. Note again that o~G,(c). 
Claim 2. There exists PEG,(C) which sutisjies one qf’thejbllowing conditions: 
(4.8) p=(12)(34)...(n- 1, n), II is even. 
(4.9) p=nfzl(i,+ 1, i,+2)(i,+3, i,+4)...(i,+2e,-l, i,+2e,), 
iI=O, i,+2e,<i,+,- 1 (1 ds<p- l), i,+2e,dn- 1. 
(4.10) p=n,“= I(i,+ 1, i,+2, i,+3)(i,+4, i,+5, i,+6) 
. ..(i.+3e,-2, i,+3e,- 1, i,+3e,), 
iI=O, i,+3e,<i,+,- 1 (1 <s<p- l), i,+3e,<n-1. 
Proof. Let 7 be as in Claim 1. It suffices to obtain p~( LU, y ) which satisfies one of (4.Q 
(4.9) and (4.10). 
Case 1: y sutisjies (4.5). Let r =(yo- 1)3. Then 
If (k)y=k+2 then (k)a=k+ 1, (k-t l)z=k. 
(k)cc = k for any other k. 
Since (1)~ = 3, we have (1)x = 2 and (2)x = 1. If Fix(a) = 8 then p = K satisfies (4.8). If 
Fix(x) # 8 then let p = wrmKr, where r is the maximal fixed point of c(. Then p satisfies 
(4.9). 
Case 2: y satisjies (4.6). Since 7 is a nontrivial ascending cycle, it follows from (4.6) 
that there exists r (1 <r<n) such that (r)y=r+2. Let ~‘=w’~’ ya-‘. Then p’ is 
a nontrivial ascending cycle in G,(C) which satisfies (4.5). Hence, the conclusion 
follows from Case 1. 
Case 3: y satisfies (4.7). Let CY=;!O~‘;‘~~~~~~W~‘~CU. Then we can see: 
If k- l~Fix(y), k, k+ l,..., k+s#Fix(y), k+s+ lEFix(y) with ~32 then (k)x= 
k+ 1, (k+ l)c(=k, (k+s)x=k+s+ 1, (k+s+ l)r=k+s. 
If k- l~Fix(y), k, k+ l$Fix(y), k+2EFix(y) then (k)a=k+ 1, (k+ l)cc=k+2, 
(k+2)c(=k. 
(k)a = k for any other k. 
By (4.7) there exists k (1 <k< n) such that k + 1, k + 2EFix(y). By the above, we 
have k+2EFix(x). Hence, Fix(x)#@ and, thus, Fix(r3)#@ and Fix(r4)#@. 
Since 1, Z#Fix(y), we have x #e and, thus a3 # E or a4 # E. When a3 #E, let 
p=o’a30-* with rEFix(x3), r+ 1 $Fix(a3). Then l$Fix(p) and nEFix(p) and, thus, 
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p satisfies (4.9). When x4 # E, let p = wrct40 -’ with rEFix(a4), r + 1 $Fix(a4). Then 
p satisfies (4.10). 0 
When p satisfies (4.9) or (4. lo), we say that p is of type 2 or of type 3, respectively. If 
p satisfies (4.9) or (4. lo), then p is completely determined by its fixed points. In Claim 3, 
to describe the fixed points and the nonfixed points of p, we use the notation Spec(p), 
spectrum of p, defined as follows: 
When p is of type 2, i.e., p satisfies (4.9). 
Spec(p)=(2e,, iz-(il +2e,); 2ez, iL)-(i2+2e2);...; 2ePP1. i,-(i,_1+2e,_1); 
2e,, n -(i,+ Ze,)). 
When p is of type 3, i.e., /I satisfies (4.10) 
Spectp) = WI1 i,-(i,+3e,); 3e,, is-(i2+3ez);...; 3e,-1,i,-(i,-l+3e,_,); 
3e,, n -(i,+ 3e,)). 
Hence, for instance, if p=(l, 2)(3,4)(8, 9)(11, 12)(13, 14)ESym,, then p satisfies (4.9) 
and, thus, p is of type 2. We have Spec(p)=(4, 3; 2, 1; 4,2), which means that the first 
4 elements 1,2, 3,4 are not fixed points of p, the next 3 elements 5, 6, 7 are fixed points 
of p, the next 2 elements 8,9 are not fixed points of p, and so on. 
Using these parameters, the permutation p in Claim 2 falls within one of the 
following eight cases. 
Case 1: ~=(12)(34),..(n - 1, ir) and n is even. 
Case 2: p is of type 3 with Spec(p)=(3,d,; 3,d,;...; 3,d,) and min{d,,d, ,..., 
d,] 3 2. 
Case 3: p is of type 3 with Spec(p)=(3e,,d,;3ez,d,;...;3e,,d,) and e,>2 for 
some s. 
Case 4: p is of type 2 with Spec(p)=(2r,,d,;2e2,dz;...;2e,,d,) and min(d,,d,, 
. . ..d.)=l. 
Case? pisoftype2withSpec(p)=(2e,,d,;2e,,d,;...;2e,,d,).min(d,,dz,...,d,‘i>, 
2, and e, 3 3 for some s. 
Case 6: p is of type 3 with Spec(p)=(3, d,;3, d,;...;3, dp) and min{dl, d2, . . . . 
d,}=l. 
Case7: Pisoftype2withSpec(p)=(2e,,d,;2e2,d2;...;2e,,d,),min{rll,dz,...,d,}3 
2, es62 for any s, and es= 1 for some s. 
Case 8: p is of type 2 with Spec((j)=(2e1,d,;2ez,dz;...;2e,, d,), min(d,,d2,..., 
d,) >, 2, and e, = 2 for any s. 
When p is of type 2 or 3 with Spec(y)=(c,, dl;cz, d*;...; cp, d,), let 
p’=” c,+d,+c2+d~+. +c,+d,l)W-(r,+d,+cz+dz+. +c.,+d,), 
Then p’ is of the same type as L’, and 
Spec(p’)=(c,+,,d,+,:c,+,.d,+,;...;~,,d,;c,,d,;c,,d,;...;c,,d,~). 
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Hence, for instance, we can assume that d1 = min { d, , d2,. . , d, _ 1, dp}. Such a fact will 
be indicated by the clause “By taking an o-conjugate, we can assume . ..‘I. 
Let p=(l, 2)(3,4)(8, 9)(11, 12)(13, 14)ESym16 for example. Then p is of type 2 with 
Spec(p)=(4, 3; 2, 1; 4,2), which does not satisfy the condition dI =min{d,, dZ, d3). 
Let p’=w’po-‘. Then P’E(W, p) and p’ is of type 2 with Spec(p’)=(2, 1; 4,2; 4,3). 
Hence, p’ satisfies the condition d, = min fd,, d2, d3 }. 
Claim 3. There exists LEG, which satisjies one qf the following conditions: 
(4.11) q=n;:; (rd+ 1, rd+2), n=qd, (132. 
(4.12) q=n:ri (rd+ 1, rd+2, rd+3), n=qd,d34. 
(4.13) ~=n~~~ (6r+ I, 6r+2)(6r+3, 6r+4), n=qd, d=6. 
Proof. Let p be as above. It suffices to find ~E(w, p) which satisfies one of (4.1 l), 
(4.12) and (4.13) for each of the eight cases above. 
Case 1: p=(12)(34)...(n- 1, n) and n is even. Letting v=p, we already have (4.11). 
Cuse 2: p is of’type 3 with Spec(p)=(3, d,;3, d,;...;3, dp) and minjdi, dz, . . . . dp} 3 
2. If d, =d2 = ... =d, then 11 =p satisfies (4.12). Assume otherwise. By taking an 
o-conjugate, we can assume that A, #minjd,, dZ, . . . . dg}. Let p’= 
(PWd+lp-l~-d-1pWd+lpo~d~1)2, where d =minjdl, d2, ., dp). Then we have 
If k=3+dI+3+dz+~~~+3+d,_1+1 and d,#min(d,,d,,...,d,), then 
(k)p’=k+ 1, (k+ l)p’=k+2, (k+2)p’=k, and 
(k)p’= k for any other k. 
Since Fix(p’)?Fix(p), we have nEFix(p’). By the assumption that d, fminjd,, d2, 
‘.‘> dp}, we have l$Fix(p’). Hence, p’ is of type 3 and Spec(p’)=(3,d;; 3, d;;...; 
3, db,), with p’ <p and min { d;, d;, . . . , db,J > min (d,, dZ, . . . , d,} > 2. Thus, repeating 
this procedure finitely many times, we get ~E(w, p) of type 3 with 
Spec(g)=(3, d; 3, d; . . . . 3, d) for some d. This means that q satisfies (4.12). 
Case 3: p is of type 3 with Spec(p)=(3el, d,; 3e2, d2;...; 3e,, dp) and e,>2for some 
s. By taking an w-conjugate, we can assume that e, =max{e,, e2, . , e,}. Let 
p’=w(pwpw-‘)2w-‘. Then 
1fk=3e1+d1+3e2+d2+~~~+3e,~,+d,_,+3e+1 (l<s<p,O<e<e,-2) 
then (k)p’=k+l, (k+ l)p’=k+2, (k+2)p’=k, and 
(k)p’= k for any other k. 
Since Fix(p’)?Fix(p), we have nEFix(p’). By the assumption that e,=max(e,, ez, . . . . 
e,} >2, we have l$Fix(p’). Hence, p’ is of type 3 and Spec(p’)=(3e;, d;; 3e;, di;...; 
3eb,, db,), where 3e;, 3e;, . . ..3eb. coincide with nonzero elements of 
3(e,-1),3(e2-1),...,3(e,-1) in this order, and min{d’l,d~,...,d~~}>min{dl+3, 
d,+3,..., d,+ 3) > 4. Thus, repeating this procedure finitely many times (in fact e, - 1 
times), we get P”E(O, p), which satisfies the conditions of Case 2. 
Case 4: p is of type 2 with Spec(p)=(2el,dI; 2e2,d2;...;2ep,dp) and min(dl,d2, 
‘.‘, d,J = 1. If e, =e,=...=e,,=d, =dz=...=d,= 1, then q=p satisfies (4.11). Assume 
otherwise. By taking an o-conjugate, we can assume that d,= 1 and d,_ 1 +e,# 2. Let 
p’ = o- ’ (co 2p02p)2w. Then 
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Ifk=2e,+dl+2ez+dZ+~.~+2e,+d,+I andd,=l,then(k)p’=k+I,(k+l)p’= 
k+2, (k+2)p’= k, and (k)y’=k for any other k. 
By the assumption that d,= 1 and d,_ 1+e,#2, we have ngFix(p’) and l$Fix(p’). 
Hence, p’ is of type 3. If there exists s such that d,=e,+, =&+ 1 = 1 then (k)p’=k+ 1, 
(k+l)p’=k+2, (k+2)p’=k, (k+3)p’=k+4, (k+4)p’=k+5, (k+5)p’=k+3, where 
k = 2e, + d, + 2e, + dz + ... + 2e, + d, + 1. Hence, p’ satisfies the conditions of Case 3. If 
there exists no such s, then Spec(p’) = (3,Ir’,: 3, d;; . .; 3, Irb.) with min {lr; ,d;, . , db, ) 3 2, 
i.e.. p’ satisfies the conditions of Case 2. 
Cuse 5: p is of‘tJpr 2 wit/z Spec( /I) = (2e,, dl;2e2,d2;...;2e)p,dp),minjli,,d, ,..., LtP)>2, 
md e, > 3 $W some s. By taking an w-conjugate, we can assume that e, 3 3. Let 
If k=2e,+d,+2ez+dz+...+2c~,~~,+d,_,+l and e,Y>3, then (k)x=k+l, 
(k+ l)x=k+2, (k+2)sl=k. 
If k=2el+Il,+2~2+d2+t..+2es~1+dr-1+2~ and 2<e<e,-2 then 
(k)x=k+ 1, (k-t l)z=k. 
If k=2e1+Ii,+2ez+d,+~~~+2e,~_,+~t,_,+2(e,-1) and e,33, then 
(k)z=k+2, (k+2)x=k+3, (k+3)x=k+l, (k+l)a=k. 
If k=2e,+til+2cz+d2+...+2e,~,+d,_,+1 and e,=2, then (k)r=k+l, 
(k+l)a=k+3, (k+3)a=k+4, (k+4)x=k+2, (k+2)a=k. 
If k=2e,+rl,+2e,+dz+.~.+2e,,~,+$,,_, and es=l, then (k)cc=k+2, 
(k+2)cr=k+ I, (k+ l)x=k+3, (k+3)x=k. 
(k)z = k for any other k. 
Hence, letting ~‘=a”, we have 
If k=2e,+d,+2~~2+rlz+.~.+2e,~~,+d,~,+1 and e,>,3, then (k)p’=k+l, 
(k-t l)p’=k+2, (k+2)p’=k, and 
(k)p’= k for any other k. 
Consequently, p’ satisfies the conditions of Case 2. 
Case 6: p is c$ t!‘pe 3 wirh Spec(p)=(?,d,;3, d,;...;3, d,) and min(d,,dz, 
. , Ii,) = 1, If d, = d, = . = d,= 1, then II= p satisfies (4.12). Assume otherwise. By taking 
an o-conjugate. we can assume that d,,a2 and d, = 1. Let p’=w- ’ pwy. Then 
we have 
Ifk=3+d,+3+d,+~.~+3+d,~,+l,then(k)p’=k+l,(k+l)p’=k,(k+2)p’= 
k+3, (k+3)p’=k+2, and (k)p’= k for any other k. 
The condition d,>2 implies ncFix(p’). Hence. p’ is of type 2. Let Spec(p’)=(2e’1, iI;; 
2e;, Ir;;. .: 2eb,, Irb,). The condition d, = 1 implies e; >4. Hence, p’ satisfies the condi- 
tions of Case 4 or Case 5. 
Curse 7: p is ?ff‘tJpe 2 Wifh Spec(p)=(2e,. d,; 2e,, d,; . . ..2e., dp), min(d,, d2 ,..., (1,) 22, 
e,<2.for any s, and es= I ,fitr some s. By taking an to-conjugate, we can assume that 
e, = 1. Let a=to-‘ptop. Then 
If k=2e,+d,+2c2+d2+~~~+2e,s~1+d,_,+1 and e,=l, then (k)x=k+l, 
(k+ I)z=k+2. (k+Z)x=k. 
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If k=2e1+d1+2e2+dz+~~~+2e,_,+d,_,+1 and e,32, then (k)a=k+l, 
(k+l)r=k+3, (k+3)cx=k+4, (k+4)z=k+2, (k+2)cc=k. 
(k)cc = k for any other k. 
Let p’=c~ lo. The condition e, = 1 implies l@Fix(p’), and it is clear that nEFix(p’). 
Hence, p’ is of type 3, and, thus, it satisfies the conditions of one of Case 2, Case 3 or 
Case 6. 
Cuss 8: p is of type 2 with Spec( p) = (2el, dI ; 2ez, d,; . . . ; 2e,, d,), min { dI , dZ, . . , dP} 3 
2, and e, = 2 for any s. If dr = d2 = ... = d,= 2, then q= p satisfies (4.13). Assume 
otherwise. Then by taking an w-conjugate, we can assume that d,>,3. Let 
p’ = co 2pwzp. Then 
If k=2e,+dI+2e2+dz+~~~+2e,_,+d,_,+1 then (k)p’=k+l, (k+l)p’=k, 
(k+4)p’=k+5, (k+5)p’=k+4, and 
(k)p’ = k for any other k. 
It is easy to see that p’ is of type 2 which satisfies the conditions of Case 4 or Case 7. 
This completes that proof of Claim 3. 0 
Here, we give an example to show some parts of the strategy of the proof above. 
Example. Let n = 40 and 
p=(1,2)(3,4)(10,11)(12,13)(16,17)(18,19)(26,27)(28,29)(35,36)(37,38). 
We shall find PIE (w, p), which satisfies (4.1 l), (4.12) or (4.13). Since p is of type 2 and 
Spec(p)=(4, 5; 4, 2; 4,6; 4, 5; 4, 2) we are in Case 8. Since the last component of 
Spec(p) is 2, we take an o-conjugate y, = o-‘po6. Then 
pr =(1,2)(3,4)(7,S)(9,10)(16,17)(18,19)(22,23)(24,25)(32,33)(34,35). 
Now, let p2 =o-*p,o*p,. Then 
p2=(1,2)(5,6)(7,8)(11,12)(16,17)(2O,21)(22,23)(26,27)(32,33)(36,37). 
We have P*E(O, p) of type 2 with Spec(p,)=(2, 2; 4, 2; 2, 3; 2,2; 4,2; 2,4; 2, 2; 2, 3). 
Thus, p2 satisfies the conditions of Case 7. 
The permutation p2 already satisfies the condition e, = 1. Let M = w- ’ p,wp,. Then 
cz=(l, 2, 3)(5, 6, 8, 9, 7)(11, 12, 13)(16, 17, 18)(20,21, 23, 24,22) 
(26, 27, 28)(32, 33, 34)(36, 37, 38). 
Let p3 = %l”. Then 
p3=(l, 2, 3)(11, 12, 13)(16, 17, 18)(26,27, 28)(32, 33, 34)(36, 37, 38). 
We have P~E(O, p), p3 of type 3 with Spec(p,)=(3, 7; 3,2; 3, 7; 3, 3; 3, 1; 3, 2). Thus, 
p3 satisfies the conditions of Case 6. 
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To satisfy the condition d1 = 1 and d,>2, let p4=wm9pjw9. Then 
pa=(l, 2, 3)(5, 6, 7)(10, 11, 12)(20, 21, 22)(25, 26, 27)(35, 36, 37). 
Let ps=o-‘p,op,. Then 
PS =(I, w, 4)(5, 6)(7, WL 1 W, WC& 21)(22,23) 
(25, 26)(27,28)(35, 36)(37, 38). 
We have ps~(w, P), ps of type 2 with Spec(p,)=(8, 1;4,6;4, 1;4,6;4,2). Thus, 
ps satisfies the conditions of Case 4. 
To satisfy the condition d,= I and d,_, +e,#2, let pb=wyp5wP9. Then 
pcj=(l, 2)(3,4)(11, 12)(13, 14)(16, 17)(18, 19)(26, 27)(28, 29) 
(32, 33)(34, 35)(36, 37)(38, 39). 
Let ~~7=o-1(o~2p602ps)2~~~. Then 
p7=(1, 2, 3)(16, 17, 18). 
We have P~E(W, p), p7 of type 3 with Spec(p,)=(3, 12; 3,22). Thus, p, satisfies the 
conditions of Case 2. 
To satisfy the condition d, #min{d,, d2, . . . . dP,), let ps=w’sp7w~‘5. Then 
p8=(1, 2, 3)(26, 27, 28). 
Let y=(p8013pS10-13psw13pgw-13)2. Then 
vl=(l, 2, 3). 
We have VE( o, p) and q satisfies (4.12). 
A subgroup G of Sym, is said to be p-trunsitice if for any { il, i2,..., i,}, 
{_ilJ2, . . . . j,) c { 1, 2, . . . . nl, there exists an LEG such that (i,)a=(j,) for any 
k (1 <k <p). A 1 -transitive group is simply called transitil;e. A 2-transitive group is 
usually called doubly transitice. 
Let G be a subgroup of Sym, and S a nonempty subset of { 1,2, . , n}. We define the 
stabilizer of G on S by Stab,(S)={xeG IS G Fix(r)]. It is clear that Stab,(S) is 
a subgroup of G. The following facts are easily seen. 
(4.14) {(i)ficc I xEStab,(Sp)} = {(i)r I aeStabc(S)]/J. 
(4.15) If jEj(i)a j zEStab,(S)} then ((i)cc I rgStab,(S)} = { (j)x I aGStab,(S)). 
(4.16) If S, sS2 then Stabc(SI)zStabG(S2) and {(i)a I zEStab,(S,)} ‘> {(i)xl CYE 
StabAS2)J. 
For positive integers n, q, d with n = qd and q > 2, we define Ei, 7Ci by 
Ei={i, i+d, i+2d, . . . . i+(q- l)di, (l<i<d), 
7ri=(i, i+d, i+2d ,..., i+(q- 1)d) (1 <i<d). 
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Claim 4. Let G be a subgroup of Sym, containing o and y, which satisfies one of the 
following conditions: 
(4.11) q=fl:ri (rd+ 1, rd+2), n=qd, d32. 
(4.12) q=n;:; (rd+ 1, rd+2, rd+3), n=qd, d34. 
(4.13) q=flTri (6r+ 1, 6r+2)(6r+3, 6r+4), n=qd, d=6. 
Then, the following properties Ifold: 
(4.17) rrl~G in case (4.11). rr1rc2,~1~3~G in cases (4.12) and (4. 
(4.18) Let S be a nonempty subset of E,, and let T= { 
13). 
(2)a I =StabdS)}, 
U=(~,~,...,II-T. Then TzE,uE,v..~uEd and SGU~E,. Moreover, 
we hatie T= ((2)~ ( aEStab,(U)j 
(4.19) If G is primititie then G is doubly transitive. 
(4.20) For any p (2 <p < q), if G is p-transitire then G is (p + I)-transitive. 
Proof. (4.17): In case (4.11) we have 7c, =~~(oq)-~+‘. In case (4.12), 7r17c2= 
OY$$-d+2 and nin,=~~(q~q))~+~. In case (4.13), n,nz=~6(~-3qcu3q~))4 and 
?Tln3=W6(Wy)-4. 
(4.1s): First, we show the inclusion TzE2uE3u...uEd. Let iEE2uE3u...u Ed. 
In case (4.1 l), let p= 0~. Then p is an ascending cycle with Fix(P)= El. Hence, 
(p)~ Stab,(S)and thereexists an x~(/?) such that (2)x=i. In case(4.12), let /?=ov2 
and ‘J= qoy. Then ~JJ and ;’ are ascending cycles with Fix(P)= El u E2 and 
Fix(y)= El u E3. Hence, (fl, 7) E Stab,(S) and it can easily be seen that (2)cc=i for 
some XE (p, 7). In case (4.13), let p = oq and ;’ = w3ywm2. Then /I and y are ascending 
cycles with Fix(jI)=E,uE, and Fix(l))= E, u E5. Hence, (2)~ = i for some 
CIE( /I, y) c Stab,(S). Thus, in any case, we have shown that TZ E2 u E, u ... u Ed and, 
thus, U E E 1. The inclusion S g U is obvious. 
Next we show that T= ((2)~ 1 rEStab,( U)). Let ie T. Take BEStab, such that 
(2)fl= i. Note that TP = T and Uj? = U. Take a positive integer s such that fl”= E. There 
existj, kEE,uE,u...u Ed with (j)P=k. Since U I El, we have ((2)alr~Stab~(U)} z 
E2 u E3 u ... u Ed by the first part. Thus, there exist i.,pEStabc(U) such that (2)1. =j 
and (2)p=k. Let c~=(i/I~~‘)~-~~. Then (2)2=i. It follows from A, p,P”~Stab,(U) and 
Up= U that aEStabc(U). Thus, we have shown that Ts ((2)x 1 rEStabc(U)}. The 
inclusion Tz {(2)r I agStabc(U)l is obvious. 
(4.19): Let T= ((2)c( I cxEStab,( { l})) and U=j1,2 ,..., n}-T. Suppose /Ul>2. 
Since G is primitive, there exist i, jEU and PEG such that (i)/IEU and (j)b~T. There 
exists a kET such that (k)PET. By (4.18) we have 
T= j(2)c( I xeStab,( U)) G ((2)x) ccEStabG( { i})}. 
Hence, there exist y, 6, pEStab,(U) such that (2)y=k, (2)6=(k)P and (2)p=( j)B. We 
have (i)~lpS~‘~p~‘=i and (2)~/I6-‘~1p-‘=j. Thus, 
{(2)c( I zgStabc( ii))} 2 Tu { j}. 
Since (l)&’ = i, it follows from (4.14) that 
{(2)0 l~iala~Stabc({l})J~(Tu(j))ol-i. 
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On the other hand, by definition, 
By considering cardinalities, we have (Tu { j))w’ -in T#@. Take k’~( TV { j})w’ min T. 
Then, by (4.15) we have 
((k’)cclz(EStabc(jl})) ~(Tu{j))w’~‘, 
{(k’)%\aEStab,((l))}=T. 
Since j$T we have l(Tu(,j))to’-’ I > / Tl, which is a contradiction. Hence, we have 
1 U I = 1 and, thus, U = ( 1 i. Consequently, we have 
i(2)xla~Stabc(~1J))=(2,3,...,n). 
This is equivalent to the fact that for any i, Jo{ 2, 3, , II) there exists a VEG such that 
(I)v= 1 and (i)v=j. 
Now we show that G is doubly transitive. Let {iI, iz), ( j,, j, 1~ il, 2, .,., n}. Since 
G is transitive, there exist ti,j.~G such that (it)~=( j,)i.= 1. By the result above, there 
exists a VEG such that (l)~=l and (i2)tiv=(,jz)A We have (i,)ti~/z-~=j~ and 
(i,)~r3.-~ =j,. Thus, G is doubly transitive. 
(4.20): Let S=(l, l+d, 1+2d,..., l+(p-1)d). T=((2)alaEStab,(S)} and U=jl,2, 
. ..) nj - T. First we shall show that S= U. Suppose not. Since G is p-transitive, there 
exists a PEG such that S/I = ( 1, 1 + Ii, 1 + 2d, . , 1 + (p - 2)11, II). We shall obtain a con- 
tradiction by considering two cases according to whether there exists an iE iJ - S such 
that (i)fl~Er or not. 
Case 1: (i)/lE El ,fi~ some in U - S. By (4.18), we have 
((2)x(n~Stab,(E,)~=EzuEJu...u Ed 
and 
((2)~ I zEStabc(U)) = T. 
Hence, by (4.14) 
{(2)/Ir / aEStabc( U/I); = T[j. 
By considering cardinalities, we have (E,u E,u...u Ed)n Tfl#@. Take jE(E,uE,u 
. ..u Ed)n Tp#$. Then by (4.15) 
((,j)%/crEStabcl(E,)]=EzuE3u,..u Ed, 
and 
{( j)a 1 xcStabG( U[j)) = rp. 
Let R=[l, l+d, 1+2d,..., l+(p-2)d,(i)b).Then RG LljlnE, and, thus,itfollows 
from (4.16) that 
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Since G is p-transitive, there exists a yeG such that Ry=S. Thus, 
{(j)~~c(cc~Stab,(S))~(T/3uE~uE,u~~~u Ed).)! 
by (4.14). On the other hand, by definition, 
((2)~ / MEStab,( = T. 




{(k)r 1 HEStab,( = T. 
Since n$Tfl and nEEd, we have I(TBuEzuE3u...uEd);.I> (Tl, which is a 
contradiction. 
Case 2: UflnE, ={ 1, 1 +A, 1 +2d, . . . . 1 +(p-2)d]. Take iEU-S and let 
R={l+d,1+2d ,..., l+(p2)d,n,(i)flj. In case (4.11) let rr=rrl. In case (4.12), 
(4.13), let 7c=rc1rc2 if (~)/IIEE~uE~u...u Ed and let rc=rc1rc3 if(i)pEE2. Then we have 
rrcG by (4.17) and 
UfinUp7C1R, 
l$Tb 1 E T/371, 
TBn TBrc#@. 
By (4.14) we have 
and 
I(2)@ I stab} = TP, 
{ (2)brrr 1 aEStabc( Ufi7c)J = T/l,. 
Taking jE TPn Tpn, we have 
{( j)r I ccEStabc( Ufl)) = T/l, 
and 
{ (j)a I ccEStabc( U/h)] = T~TC 
by (4.14). Since R c U/l n U~TC, it follows from (4.16) that 
{(j)a I zEStab,(R)} 1 T/Iv T@. 
Since G is p-transitive, there exists a LEG such that Ry=S. Thus, by (4.14), we have 
{ (j)y / aEStabc(S)} 2 (Tpu Tpn)y. 
On the other hand, by definition 
{(2)s(lasStab,(S)]=T. 
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By considering cardinalities, there exists a k~( T/Iu Tfin);‘n T. By (4.15), we have 
{(k)al~~Stabc(S)) ~(Tj3u Tfin)jb, 
and 
((k)z / xgStab,(S)J = T. 
Since 1 $ Tfi and 1 E T/In, we have I (T/Iv T/Ix)? I > I T 1, which is a contradiction. 
We have shown that S= U. Thus, we have 
j(2)rla~Stabc(S))=11,2,...,n)-S. 
Letii,,i,,...,i,+,},jj,,j,,... j , ,, + , )- G i 1, 2, , II i Since G is p-transitive, there exist 
K. LEG such that 
(jk)k.=(jk)j_= 1 +(k-1)rl for any k (1 <k<p). 
By the result above, since (i,+i )ti, (j,, i)j.$S, there exists a IvEStab such that 
(i,+i)xr=( j,,,,)).. We have 
(&)ti\lj.-i =j, for any k (1 dkdpf 1). 
Thus, G is (p+ I)-transitive. I7 
Claim 5. G,(C) coincides with either Sym,, Alt, or PGL,,,. 
Proof. By Claim 3. there exists an LEG, which satisfies one of the following 
conditions: 
(4.11) i7=nFii (rd+ 1, rd+2), n=qd, 1/32. 
(4.12) q=n:ri (rd+ 1, rd+2,rd+3), n=qd, It34. 
(4.13) t~=n~~~ (6r+ 1, 6r+2)(6r+3, 6r+4), n=qd, d=6. 
Since G,(C) is primitive by Proposition 2.11, it follows from (4.19) (4.20) that G,(C) is 
(q + I)-transitive. 
C~rsr 1: (133. Since nlna(!,~1(711712)-10~,n3=n,n,nL’n;1711~rr3=7c:, we have 
~I:EG,(C) by (4.17). Since G,(C) is q-transitive, there exist z, PEG,(C) such that 
(1)x=2, and E,-jl) cFix(x), 
(3)/j’= 1 +2d and 1, 2EFix(fl). 
Thus, (1,2, 1 +~~)=x-‘~~;~x~c~EG,(C) and (123)=/?(1,2, 1+2d)/!~‘~G,(C). Hence, 
G,(C) 2 ((0, (123)) = Alt,. Consequently, G,(C) = Alt, or Sym,. 
Cusr 2: q=2 and tl sati.$es (4.1 1). By (4.17), 7c1 =(l, 1 +d)eG,(C). Since G,(C) is 
doubly transitive, we have (12)eG,(C) and, thus, G,(C) 2 (0, (12))=Sym,. Conse- 
quently, G,(C) = Sym,. 
Case 3: q=2 und q satisfies (4.12) or (4.13). By (4.17) n,rc2=(1, 1 +d)(2, 2+-d)~ 
G,(C). Note that 1/>4 by the assumption. By 3-transitivity, we have c(=(23)(4k)~ 
G,(C) for some k~{ 1, 5, 6, . . . . 11). If kf 1,1 +d,2+d then (2, 3,2+d)= 
(~,~c~c()~EG,(C). If k= 1 then (147)=(cxom3 ~w~)~EG,(C). If k=l+d then 
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(4,l +d, 2+d)=(w-37r1nzw-3a)2~G,(C). If k=2+d then (4,2+d,4+d)= 
(~-~rcin~w~cr)~~G,(C). In any case, by 3-transitivity, we have (123)~G,(C). Hence, 
G,(C) 2 (0, (123)) = Alt,. Consequently, G,(C)= Alt, or Sym,. 
Case 4: q = 1 and ye satisfies (4.11). By the assumption, v =( 12)~G,(c) and, thus, 
G,(C)? (0, (12))=Sym,. Consequently, G,(C)=Sym,. 
Case 5: q=l and y satisfies (4.12). Since y=(123)~G,(C), we have G,(C)? 
(w, (123)) =Alt,. Consequently, G,(C)=Alt, or Sym,. 
Case 6: q = 1 und y satisfies (4.13). Since q =( 12)(34)~G,(C) and n =6, we have 
G,(C) 2 (0, (12)(34)) =PGL2,5. Since PGL2,5 is a maximal subgroup of Sym6, we 
have G,(C)= PGL2,5 or Sym,. 
This completes the proof of Claim 5. 0 
We have proved that G,(C) is either Sym, (n>3), Alt, (n33) or PGL,,, 
for a particular t determined in Claim 1. It follows from Theorem 3.3 that G,(C)= 
PGL2,5 implies G,(C) = PGL,. 5 for any i (1 d i<m). By Lemma 2.6, it is clear 
that G,(C)= Sym, or Alt, implies, respectively, Gi(C)=Sym, or Alt, for any 
i (1 <i<m). Since ocGi(C), G,(C)=Alt, implies that n is odd. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 0 
Since Gi(C) does not depend on i, we can speak of the (uniquely determined) 
permutation group G(C) of a finite indecomposable elementary code C. 
Theorem 4.2. Let A be an alphabet with 1 A I> 2. Then all the permutation groups 
which are realizable as the groups of,finite indecomposable elementary codes over A 
are: 
Z, (n: prime or n = l), 
PGL2,5 > 
Sym, (n 3 31, 
Alt, (n: odd and n > 5). 
Proof. It follows from Theorem 4.1 that all groups of finite indecomposable elemen- 
tary codes are in the above list. Conversely, we have to show that all groups in the list 
are realizable. Consider the finite elementary codes Ci, C2, C3, C4 determined by 
E-systems as follows: 
Ci: ~ij=W for any i,j (n is prime or n= 1). 
C2: 4i2=(1235), 4ij=W for any other i,j (n=6). 
C3: 4i2=(12), 4ij=W for any other i,j (n33). 
Cd: 412=(123), ~ij=W for any other i,j (n is odd, n35). 
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It can easily be seen that these codes are indecomposable. C1 =A” and G(C,)=Z,. 
Theorem 3.3 implies G(C*)=PGL,,,. For C,, since 1/121 =(12)00~’ =(12)$Alt,, it 
follows from Theorem 4.1 that G(C3)=Sym,. For Cd, since #ijEAlt, for any i, j, we 
have YijkEAltn for any i, j, k. Hence, by Theorem 4.1, G(C,)=Alt,. 0 
The fact that the primitive groups in the list of Theorem 4.2 are realizable as the 
groups of finite elementary codes is already shown in [S]. (We have included the proof 
for the completeness.) The essential point of our result in this section is that no other 
primitive groups are realizable. 
5. Groups of finite decomposable elementary codes 
In this section, we shall determine groups of finite decomposable elementary codes. 
We know that a finite decomposable elementary code is uniquely written as C”, where 
C is a finite indecomposable elementary code with C # A and M, 2 2, and the groups of 
finite decomposable elementary codes are imprimitive permutation groups (Proposi- 
tions 2.9 and 2.10). 
To describe imprimitive groups, the notion of wrelrth product is commonly used. Let 
H be a subgroup of Sym,,., and G a subgroup of Sym,. Let 
H~G={[k,,k2 ,..., k,,:a]~k,,k2 ,..., ~,EH,EG). 
Define the action of H J G on ( 1, 2, , rvn ) by 
((q- l)fl+r)[lzl, 112, . . . . h,: z]=((q)h,-l)rz+(t-)r (1646w, 16rdn). 
Then H J” G is a subgroup of Sym,.,* of order / H In ) G ) whose operation satisfies 
(5.1) C~~,~~,,...~~~,:~lCs,,~2,...,~n:8l=I~~~~,~~,~2g~2~a,...,~~n~,n,n:~Bl. 
Note that the ith component of [k,, k2, . . . . 12,: cc]” is kik~i)lk~i)z2...l~(i)a4. 
In what follows, elements of Sym,., Sym,, Sym,. l Sym, are written with lower case 
Roman letters, lower case Greek letters and upper case Greek letters, respectively. 
Thus, oj,.ESym,,, W,,ESym,, o,,,,ESym,,, are written as x, II), Q, respectively. The 
identity element of Sym, is denoted by e. Thus, we have Q=[e, e, . . . . e, x;w]. 
In what follows, we only deal with wreath products of the form Z, j G, where Z, is 
the cyclic subgroup of Sym,, generated by x, i.e., Z,. = {e, x1, x2, . , xwpl >. 
For d=[kl, k2, . . . . k,: ~]EZ, j Sym,, we denote 
d= s, 
It follows from (5.1) that, for any subgroup G of Sym,, 
(5.2) d --f d is a homomorphism of Z, i G onto G, 
(5.3) d --f Id 1 is a homomorphism of Z,lG onto Z,. 
C(5.2) still holds if Z,, is replaced by any other subgroup of Sym,,. However, (5.3) holds 
thanks to the commutativity of Z,,.] 
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For wreath product representation of imprimitive groups, see for instance [6]. For 
relations between decompositions D = C 0 E of finite maximal prefix codes and their 
groups, see [l, 21. However, results of this kind are not needed here because the 
E-system of D is computable directly from that of C. 
Lemma 5.1. Let C be a $nite indecomposable elementary code of degree n, 
(( 4ij 1 1 < i, j d m >> the E-system of C, and (( liijk / 1~ i, j, k 6 m >> the corresponding system 
of generators of G(C). Moreover, let w 3 2, (( @ij 1 1 <i, j< In>> the E-system of C”, and 
((r,, / 1 <i, j, k<m)) the corresponding system of generators of G(C”). Then we have 
the following properties: 
(5.4) ~ij=[e, . . . . e, x, e, . . . . e: 4ij]~Z,,, i Sym,, where x is in the (l)4;j1 th component 
(1 <i, j<m). 
(5.5) fijk=[e, . . . . e, x, e, . . . . e:~ijk]EZ,~Sym,, where x is in the (l)yijk’th component 
( 1 d i, j, k d m). 
(5.6) Gi(C”‘) is a subgroup ofZ,,,JGi(C) (1 <i<m). 
(5.7) For any 6EGi(C), there exists d~Gi(c”‘) such that d=6 (1 <i<m). 
(5.8) SZ=[e,e ,..., e,.~:wl~Gi(C~‘) (l<i<m). 
Proof. (5.4) is obvious. (5.5) follows from (5.4) and (5.1). (5.5) implies (5.6). Since 
Gi(C”)=(TijkIl~i,j,kdm),Gi(C)=(i.’ijkIl~i,j,kdm), and j;ijk=liijk, it follows 
that d + dinduces a homomorphism of G,(C”‘) onto G,(C). Hence, we have (5.7). (5.8) 
follows from the fact that R = riii. 0 
In [4], though the wreath product terminology was not used, the statements 
(5.6) and (5.7) were essentially shown. However, the exact determination of G(C”) 
was not given. To describe the group G(C”) exactly, we need the following 
definition. 
Assume that w is even. Consider the following subset of Z, i G. 
NR(Z,SG)=jdEZ,,SG/d~Alt,,Idl~Ce,x2,x4,...,x”-2)) 
u~dEZ,~Gld~Alt,,~dlE~x,x3,...,x”-’}}. 
It is easy to see that NR(Z,lG) IS a normal subgroup of Z, 1 G of index two. 
Now we consider the relation between the group of the finite indecomposable 
elementary code C and that of C”. 
Theorem 5.2. Let C be a _finite indecomposable elementary code of degree n on the 
alphabet A={al, a2, . . . . a,} (m32). Th en or any t (1 d t < m), we have the following f 
properties: 
(5.9) [f G,(C)=Z,, then G,(C”)=Z,.,. 
(5.10) IfG,(C)=PGL,., and w is odd, then G,(C”)=Z,lPGL,.,. 
(5.11) If G,(C)= PGL2,5 and w is even, then G,(C”‘)=NR(Z,lPGL2,5). 
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(5.12) !fG,(C)=Alt,, then G,(C”)=Z,,~Alt,. 
(5.13) 1fG,(C)=Sym,, und H’ is odd, then G,(C”)=Z,,,~Sym,. 
(5.14) !fG,(C)=Sym, and n is odd, rhen G,(C”‘)=Z,~Sym,. 
(5.15) Jf G,(C)= Sym,, and n, M’ me even, then: 
Jf~ijkEAlt,,,fi~r souse i,j, k (1 <i,,j, k<n) then G,(C”‘)=Z,S Sym,. Zf’?Ilijk~Altn 
for any i,j, k (I <i,j, kdn) then G,(C”)=NR(Z,JSym,). 
Proof. If G,(C)=Z, then C= A”. Hence, C”‘= A”” and, thus, G,(C”)=Z,,. Thus, we 
have (5.9). In the rest of the proof, we assume that G(C) is either Sym, (n 3 3) AR, (n is 
odd and n 3 5) or PGL,. 5 (n = 6). 
For 1 <i,j<n with i#j, let O,j=[gi,g,. . . . . g,,: C] where gi=X, gj=X-’ and gk=e 
otherwise. 
Claim 1. 
(5.16) OijEGt(CH’)fOr U~J i,j (1 di,jdn, i#j). 
(5.17) There exists AcG,(C”‘) such that j=c and In I=.x’. 
Proof. (5.16) when G,(C) = Sym, or Alt,z: By Lemma 2.8, there exist j, k (1 < j, k <m) 
such that ~rjk is a cycle with 1 $Fix(ytjk) and FiX(jltjk)#@. Let il =r;ljk, where 
q=n-_I Fix(;lrjk)l, i.e., q is the order of Yrjk. Then .~EG,(C”) and 
.4=[g1,gz,...,gn:e], where gi=e if iEFix(y,jJ and gi=x if i$Fix(Ytjk). 
Let z=Qr-2nQ2-r, where r is the minimal fixed point of 11’ljk. Then LEG, and 
z-=.x, e. h,, h,, . . . . h,:c], with hk = x for some k (3 <k < n). 
By (5.7) there exists a d~G,(c”‘) such that d =(12k). Since 
0i2=[.~,e,h,,hq ,..., h,:c] [e,.u,h,,h, ,..., h,:c]ml=Ed-‘?-ld, 
we have O,,EG,(C”‘). For any i (1 <i<n-1). 
For any i,j (1 <i<j<n- I), 
(5.16) when G,(C)= PGL,.,: By Lemma 2.8 and Proposition 3.5, there exist j, k 
(1 d j, kdm) such that 
ytjkE{(1235), (1246), (1345), (1356), (1436), (1465)). 
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Let il =r&. Then /LEG, and 
n E { [x, x, x, e, x, e : E], [x, x, e, x, e, x : s], [x, e, x, x, x, e : c], 
[x, e, x, e, x, x : E], [x, e, x, x, e, x : E], [x, e, e, x, x, x : E] }. 
Let E=Q’/lKr for a suitable r. Then E-EG,(C~) and 
z-[x,e,x,x,h,,hg:e] or E=[e,x,x,x,h5,hg:s], Y  
where { h5, hb) = (e, x ). By (5.7) there exists a AEG,(C”‘) such that 2=(12)(34). Since 
0i2=[x, e, x, x, 1t5, h,:e] [e, x,x, x, h,, &:s]-l =EdH-‘d or dzAF’, 
we have O,,EG,(C”‘). The rest of the proof is same as in the case above. 
(5.17) when G,(C)=Sym,: By (5.7) there exists a AEG,(C”) such that 4=(12). Let 
,=~2n(q+l)~-2(~~)2-2”, where q is determined by 1 A 1 =x4. Then /LEG, and 
/1=02”‘q+1)(12)2(~(12))2-2n=(2345...n)2-2”=~, 
lAl=x 2n(q+l)~2q+(q+1)(2-2n)=.~Z 
(5.17) when G,(C)=Alt, or PGL2,5: By (5.7) there exists a LEG, such that 
2=(12)(34). Let /i=.Qn(q+l) d -2(Qd)2-n, where q is determined by Id 1=x4. Then 
/1gG,(C”) and 
IAl=x n(q+l)--Zq+(q+l)(2-n)=,~2, 0 
Claim 2. 
(5.18) Ifthereexists/1~G,(C”)suchthat~=~and~/1~=x,thenG,(Cw)=Z,~G,(C). 
(5.19) If n is odd or w is odd, then G,(C”)=Z,~G,(C). 
(5.20) Assume that w is even. If ,@r any LEG, there exists d~G,(c”‘)n 
WZ,j G,(C)) such that A =6, then either G,(C”)=Z, j G,(C) or 
G,(C”)=NR(Z,jG,(C)). 
Proof. (5.18): Let E be an arbitrary element of Z,l G(C). By (5.7) there exists 
adEG,(C”)such that d=E.Note that E A-‘=&. Let EA-1=[xi1,~i2,...,~in:~] and 
let q = ii + i2 + ... + i,. By the assumption, there exists a /1eG,(C “) such that A= E and 
I A I =x. Let /i = [xjl, xj2, , xjn: E]. We have 
SA-‘@i;20i;j... 0’;:,=[x4,e ,..., e:E]=[x,e ,..., e:E14 
=(Aoi’20j:,...o’;,)? 
Since O,jEG,(C”‘) for anyj(2 <j<n) by (5.16) we have EEG,(C”). 
(5.19): By (5.17) there exists a /IEG,(C”‘) such that A= E and InI =x2. If w 
is odd, say 2q-1, let E=nq. Then E=E and IEl=x24=x. If n is odd, say 2q+ 1, 
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let H=R”A-2q. Then Z_=E and )E\:.x’-‘q= s. Hence, the conclusion follows 
from (5.18). 
(5.20): Let H be an arbitrary element of NR(Z, j G(C)). By the assumption, there 
exists a ~EG,(C”‘)~NR(Z,~G(C)) such that d=g. Note that ZK~=E and 
~K’ENR(Z,~G(C)). Let Zd - ’ = [.?I, xi2 ,..., xi,,: e]. Then il +i2 + ... + i, is even, 
say 29. By (5.17), there exists a /1eG,(C”‘) such that /l=c and jn 1 =.x2. Let 
A = csjl, xi2 , , .dn: c]. We have 
Ed 1 0;; O’:, Oy,, = [-x24, e, . . , e:E] = [x2, e, . , c : c]” 
Since O,,EG,(C”‘) for any j (2<j<n) by (5.16), we have EEG,(C”). Thus we have 
GI(CM’) 2 NR(Z,,,i G,(C)). Since NR(Z,f G,(C)) 1s a maximal subgroup of Z,l G,(C), 
we have the conclusion. n 
Now, we reach the final stage of the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2 (conclusion). (5.10), (5.13) (5.14) follow from (5.19). 
(5.12): Since G,(C)=Alt, implies that n is odd, we have the conclusion by (5.19). 
(5.11): By Proposition 3.5, yrjk is an odd permutation for any i, j, k (1 <i, j, k d m). 
Since )rijkj=~ by (5.5) rijkENR(Z,,,SPGL2.5) for any i,j, k (1 di, j<m). Thus, 
G,(C”)=(T,j,l 1 <j, k<m) GNR(Z,SPGL,,,). 
(5.7) implies that the assumption of (5.20) is satisfied. Hence, either G,(C”)= 
Z,“j PGL,,, or G,(C”‘)=NR(Z,,,j PGL,.,). However, since G,(C”) E NR(Z,.j PGL,.,), 
we have G,(C”)=NR(Z,.l PGL,,S). 
(5.15): By (5.7), there exist d,, d,, . . . . d,_,~G,(c”) such that 
d,=(12), 4,=(13), . ..) &_,=(I,+1). 
Let d,=(d,d,... d,_,))‘B. Then ~,EG,(C”) and d,=(l,n-1)...(13)(12)cu=(ln). 
Sincejd2I)d31...ld,l=1RI=x,thereexistsk(2~kdn)suchthatJd,lE{X,X3,...,.~“~1). 
For each i,j(l<i<j<n), let dij=didkdjdkdjdkdi, where d,=[e,e,...,c:c]. Then 
we have dij~G1(CX’), 
zij=(ij), IdijlE(X,X3,...,XM.-1}. 
It follows that for any GcSym,, there exists a dEG,(CW)nNR(Z,iSym,) such that 
d=6. By (5.20) we have G,(C”‘)=Z,,~Sym,8 or G,(C”)=NR(Z,~Sym,). 
Note that 1 rijkI =.Y for any i,,j, k. Hence, Tij,~NR(Z,, j Sym,) if and only if 
yijk$Altn. If ;‘ijk~Alt, for all i, j, k then 
G,(C”)=(T,j,j 1 <,j, k~m)~NR(Z,,.SSym,,). 
Hence, we have G,(C”‘)=NR(Z,,~Sym,). Assume TijkEAlt, for some i, j, k. Since 
ytijz’tjk;‘rik’ = &;lijk~ti ‘EAlt,, by Lemma 2.5, at least one of yrij, jlrjk and ytik is in Alt,. 
Hence, at least one of rtij, rrjk and r,, is not in NR(Z, j Sym,). Thus, we have 
G,(C”)=Z,~Sym,. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 0 
By Theorems 4.1 and 5.2, we can see that G,(D) does not depend on i whether D is 
indecomposable or not. Hence, we can speak of the (uniquely determined) permuta- 
tion group G(D) for any finite elementary code D. 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 
Theorem 5.3. Let A he an alphabet with 1 A I> 2. Then all the permutation yroups which 
are realizable as the groups ofjinite elementary codes over A are: 
z,, 
Z,, i PGL2, 5 (w: odd), 
NR(Z,J PGL,. 5) (w: even), 
Z,jSym, (n33), 
NR(ZW~Sym,) ( n, w: even and n # 2), 
Z,jAlt, (n: odd and n>5). 
Proof. Most of the result follows directly from Theorems 4.2 and 5.2. The only part 
which needs a proof is: For any even n, w (n # 2), there exist finite indecomposable 
elementary codes Cr, C2 such that G(C’;)=Z,jSym, and G(Cy)=NR(Z,jSym,). 
Let Cr, C2 be determined as follows: 
Cr: 4r2=(12), ~ij=W for any other i,j. 
C2: 4i2=(123), 4ij=w for any other i,j. 
It can easily be seen that the codes are indecomposable with G(C,)=G(C,)= 
Sym,. For Cr, since all the 4ij are odd permutations, it follows that all the Yijk 
are odd permutations. By (5.15), we have G(Cy)=NR(Z,lSym,). For Cz, 
we have i.‘r2r =(123)~6~=(123)EAlt,. Hence, by (5.15) we have G(C;)= 
Z, J Sym,. 0 
The above result implies that any permutation group which is realizable as the 
group of finite elementary code is already realizable as the group of finite elementary 
code over a 2-letter alphabet. 
Since G(C)=(yrj,I 1 <j, k<m)z(4ijl 1 &i,j<m), the group (~ijl 1 <i,j<m) 
always contains the group G(C) but is not necessarily equal to G(C). This fact is 
already pointed out in [3]. The following result solves completely this problem. 
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Theorem 5.4. Let A he un alphabet with / A ) >, 2. TIwn all the possihilitiesfor G(D) and 
(@ii 1 1 <i, j< m), where (( ~ij 1 1 <i, j < m>> is the E-system of u finite elementary code 
D over A, are ns follo\\ls: 
G(D)=(@ij( 1 di,j<m)=Z,, 
G(D)=(@ijl l~i,j6112)=Z,SPGL,., (\r:odd), 
G(D)=(@ijl l<i,j<m)=NR(Z,,JPGL,,,) (w: men), 
G(D)=(@ijl 1 di,jdm)=Z,,SSym, (~23). 
G(D)=(~ijl 1 <i,j<m)=NR(Z,,jSym,,) (n, w: euen and n#2), 
G(D)=NR(Z,.jSym,) und (~ijl l<i,,j<<r)=Z,,SSym, 
(n, 11’: el:ei7 and y1 # 2), 
G(D)=(@ij( 1 <i,j<nz)=Z,VIAlt, (n: odd and n>5), 
G(D)=Z,.SAlt, and (@<iI 1 <i,j<m)=Z,~Sym, (M: odd and n35). 
Proof. If G(D)=Z,, then D=A” and, thus, ~ii=~ for any i,j (l<i,j<m). Hence, 
(cPijl l<i,j<m)=Z,.. 
In the rest of the proof, let D= C”, where C is indecomposable. Let 
(( $ij 1 1 d i, j d m >> be the E-system of C, and (( jlijk I 1~ i, j, k < m>> the corresponding 
system of generators of G(C). Moreover, let (( rijk j 1 < i, j, k < m>> be the corresponding 
system of generators of G(CW). 
First consider the case G(C)= PGL,, 5. By Theorem 3.3, we have $ij~ {w, (1235), 
(1246)) for any i,,j (1 <i,j<m). Hence, Qij~(Q, [e, e, e, e, X, e; (1235)], [e, e, e, e, e,x; 
(1246)] }. Consequently, we have ( Qij 1 1~ i, j < m ) G Z, 1 PGL2, 5 and, when w is even, 
(@ijI 1 di,jdm)sNR(Z,,JPGL,,,). Hence, we have (~ijl 1 <i,j<m)=G(D) 
whenever G(D)=Z,,iPGLZ,s or G(D)=NR(Z,jPGL,.,). 
Next consider the case when G(C)= Sym,. By (5.4) we have ( aij ( 1 <i, j<m) C_ 
Z, 1 Sym,. Hence, if G(D) = Z,. J” Sym, then (Fiji l<i,j<m)=Z,~Sym,. Since 
NR(Z,J Sym,) is a maximal subgroup of Z,l Sym,, if G(D)= NR(Z,l Sym,) then 
there are only two possibilities which are ( Qij I 1 <i, j < m) = NR(Z,, j Sym,) and 
(@ijl ldi,j<m)=Z,,jSym,. NOW assume that rz, M’ are even with n#2 and let 
C1 and Cz be finite elementary codes determined as follows: 
C, : C#I 1 z= (12) and ~ij = tr) for any other i, ,j; 
Cz: 4ij=(1,2, . ,n-2, n-l), ~jl =(l, 2, . . . . n-2, n) for any j (26 j<m), 
and ~ij = w for any other i, ,j. 
Then Ci and C, are indecomposable. For C1, all the ~ij are odd permutations; hence, 
~ijENR(Z,SSym,). It follows that G(C;‘)=(Qijl 1 <i, j<m)=NR(Z,jSym,). For 
C2, @12=(l, 2, , 11-2, n- 1) is an even permutation; hence, @i2$NR(Z,~Sym,). 
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On the other hand, it can be seen that all the yijk are odd permutations. Hence, we 
have G(C;)=NR(Z,JSym,) and (~ijl ldi,jdm)=Z,,,jSym,. 
Finally, consider the case when G(C) = Alt,. Note that n is odd and n > 5. By (5.4) we 
have (~ij 1 1 < i,j< m) G Z, j Sym,. Let C3 and C4 be finite elementary codes deter- 
mined as follows: 
CJ: 4,,=(123) and ~ij=w for any other i,j. 
Cd: #ij=(l, 2, . . . . n-2, n- l), 4j1 =(l, 2, . . . . n-2, n) for any j (26 j<m), 
and ~ij=w for any other i, j. 
Then C, and C4 are indecomposable. For C3, all the 4ij are even permutations; hence, 
~ij~Z,SAlt,. It follows that G(C~)=(~ijlldi,j~m)=Z,SAlt,. For Cd, 412~ 
(1,2, . . . . n-2, n-l) is an odd permutation; hence, @r2$ZwjAltn. On the other 
hand, it can be seen that all the yijk are even permutations. Hence, we have 
G(C,“)=Z,.SAlt, and (~ijl l<i,j<m)=Z,SSym,. 0 
As a final remark, we point out that our proofs contain a simple algorithm to 
compute the group of any given finite elementary code. 
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